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ABSTRACT

Lasem City, a charming trading town nestled on the north coast of Central Java, Indonesia, is currently experiencing a surge in tourist popularity. This surge is attributed to the city's rich historical legacy, which adds an intriguing layer to the allure of this vibrant destination. To comprehend the distinctive attributes of this city, it is essential to conduct a morphological overview, delving into the formation and evolution of the urban landscape throughout history. The physical identity of the city shaped by geographical location, historical events, and local culture, serves as a conceptual framework for deciphering its unique character. Therefore, this study aimed to examine the impact of tourism on the morphology of Lasem, from the Hindu Majapahit era to the post-independence period in Indonesia. Exploring both positive and negative influences, the study meticulously obtained spatial and historical data through a combination of field observations, analysis of historical maps, and insightful interviews. The discernible growth pattern of tourism in Lasem was adeptly shown through content analysis and triangulation. The results showed a surge of tourism in post-independence Lasem, particularly gaining momentum after the 2000s. Furthermore, an indelible mark on the city was left by the influx of Chinese cultural influences brought by immigrants establishing elite settlements. Economic dynamics further catalyzed a shift in land function, transforming former spaces into thriving commercial hubs. The dynamics of Lasem as a historic city experienced a profound transformation directly influenced by tourism. This elucidates a compelling interrelationship between the morphology of historic cities in Indonesia, the burgeoning tourism sector, and the nuanced field of heritage management.

1. INTRODUCTION

The development of urban morphology and tourism in Indonesia is becoming an increasingly important issue along with economic growth and increasing public interest in local history and culture. As an archipelago rich in cultural and historical heritage, Indonesia has great potential in developing tourism destinations that focus on historic cities. One example is Lasem, a small town located in Central Java, which is rich in cultural and historical heritage. The city has become an increasingly popular tourist destination, attracting travellers to explore the beauty of traditional architecture, historical sites and rich cultural life.

However, the rapid growth of tourism often brings complex impacts on urban morphology. These phenomena include changes in urban layout, increased commercialisation, socio-cultural changes and environmental challenges. It is therefore important to understand the impact of tourism on the morphology of a historic tourist city such as Lasem, both from the perspective of urban development and cultural heritage preservation. An in-depth study on this subject can provide valuable insights for sustainable policy development and responsible tourism management in historic cities.

In this context, the research entitled ‘The Impact of Tourism on the morphology of the historic tourist town in Lasem, Central Java’ is relevant and important to conduct. This research will explore how the growth of tourism affects the structure and face of the historic tourist town of Lasem, as well as its impact on environmental sustainability and the lives of local communities. Through an in-depth understanding of this phenomenon, it is hoped that evidence-based policy recommendations can be produced to maintain a balance between tourism development and cultural heritage preservation, so that Lasem remains an attractive destination for tourists while still paying attention to environmental sustainability and the social life of local communities.

Several previous studies have successfully applied the concept of urban morphology in the Indonesian context [1-18], focusing mainly on urban landscapes in general. However, these studies have limited scope in their specific examination of coastal cities in Indonesia [19, 20]. Several studies have also provided important insights into the impact of tourism on the morphology of historic tourist towns in various geographical locations. For example, research conducted in historic cities in Europe has identified patterns of change arising from massive tourism growth. In Asia, research has also highlighted the challenges and opportunities for sustainable tourism development in historic cities such as Kyoto and Luang...
Lasem was chosen as the research focus in this study because it has abundant historical heritage and cultural richness and is one of the significant historical tourist destinations in Indonesia. Some of the reasons why Lasem was chosen as the research object include its experience in several historical periods, including the Hindu-Majapahit period, Chinese Muslim period, Colonial period, Japanese period, and Post-Independence period. In the 19th century, Lasem became a trading centre for ‘opium cigars’ [21] and Tiga Negeri batik tulis, which became Lasem’s trademark. Lasem is also known as the largest location for Chinese immigrants in Java and was one of the third largest areas in Indonesia with a Chinese community in the 19th century. In the past, Lasem was the centre of the teakwood trade in the Dutch East Indies. Lasem is a trading town, with many Indo-Chinese labourers and is one of the most ‘Chinese’ towns in Java. Lasem is also the largest Chinese village in Indonesia with the most complete and original village components.

The structure of this study unfolds with an introduction providing the background of the problem and the research objectives. The literature section delves into urban morphology, historical city formation, and the formulation of tourism cities. The study methodology adopts a qualitative approach, focusing on a single case study of the city of Lasem, a small coastal city on the north coast of Java, Indonesia. Subsequently, a thorough examination of how tourism development shapes the morphology of Lasem City will be conducted, leading to a conclusion addressing the research questions.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Tourism in the small city of Lasem

Lasem, a small town located on the coast, presents an alluring landscape with a unique combination of beautiful beaches, diverse topography, and stunning mountains [22]. However, what makes Lasem truly special is the presence of historical buildings that become the main focal point for visitors [23]. The city is a place rich in cultural heritage, with a diverse Chinese-Javanese culture adding colour to its identity [24], and a deep-rooted spirit of religious tolerance within the community.

Since the ancient times to the present day, Lasem has witnessed an amazing development in tourism. Through its various historical periods, such as the Hindu-Majapahit period, Chinese-Muslim period, Colonial period, Japanese period, and Post-Independence period, Lasem has maintained its appeal as an attractive tourism destination. In addition, as a vital trading centre, Lasem was famous for trading ‘opium funnels’ in the 19th century and for being the centre of the famous Tiga Negeri batik. Not to forget, Lasem’s glorious past as a teak trading centre in the Dutch East Indies also enriches its tourism history.

The historical beginnings of tourism can be found in ancient times, when travelling was done for the purposes of trade, knowledge, cultural exchange and health [25]. This phenomenon also occurred in Lasem, where since the Hindu-Majapahit period, the city has been a destination frequented by traders due to its role as a spice trade route on Java Island. Mass tourism then flourished towards the end of the Middle Ages, especially through the concept of the Grand Tour which was originally an educational trip for the elite [26]. Significant changes occurred in the early 19th century, triggered by political, social, and technological changes [27]. Historically, tourist visits have been influenced by the natural setting of the destination [28, 29], with the main impetus being to experience different cultures and heritages [30]. The main attraction for tourists is the opportunity to travel back in time and explore a vanished world [31]. Heritage tourism provides a platform for travellers to re-imagine history in the context of the present, creating an infinite space and time where experiences of the past can be gained through diverse interpretations [32]. History, the experience offered, and religious motivation are the main factors in attracting tourists to visit heritage sites [33, 34].

Lasem’s potential to attract tourists cannot be doubted. With its attractions that include stunning nature, rich cultural heritage, diverse social activities, and various man-made attractions, Lasem is a promising destination for travellers. Anticipating the growing tourism potential, the government and local organisations in Lasem have taken various strategic steps. The Lasem Heritage Foundation, for example, has been instrumental in managing cultural tourism by adopting digital storytelling technologies and encouraging sustainable practices [35, 36]. In addition, the use of effective signage has also become an important part of the visual aesthetics of Lasem Batik Tourism Village, providing clear directions for visitors to explore the rich culture of Lasem [37].

As tourism expands, Lasem also undergoes a transformation in its urban morphology. This research examines the complex relationship between tourism and the physical form of historic towns. A literature review of previous studies that examined the influence of tourism on the morphology of historic towns in other places provides valuable insights into the changes that occurred in Lasem.

2.2 Morphological approach

It is necessary to understand the unique characteristics of a city to explore its evolution through a morphological review [38]. Urban morphology focuses on the formation and metamorphosis of urban form throughout its history [39], influenced by local sites and cultures [40]. Analyses of morphological transformations are conducted with various approaches, including the Conzenian school, lot shape typology, and space syntax theory [41], covering street patterns, land use, and building architectural styles [42].

Urban morphology involves buildings, open spaces and street networks. The history of a city forms the basis of a morphological overview as its evolution shapes its unique characteristics. Human activities, such as indoor-outdoor movements, contribute to the interconnected structure of roads, land and buildings [43, 44]. An integrated approach to morphological analysis is important to interpret the evolution
of the city's physical form and support its preservation, as well as the basis for education in metropolitan architecture and design.

The morphological approach is applied in many studies to understand the urban environment and its characteristics [45, 46]. It is useful for evaluating urban vitality in informal settlements, identifying areas that require improvement, and contributing to urban preservation and management by balancing historicity and sustainability.

The exploration of urban morphology facilitates the understanding of the evolution and characteristics of urban form in various cultural contexts. It also investigates the materiality of urban areas and their relationship with informal settlements. The integration of various morphological approaches deepens the understanding of urban form [47-50], and provides valuable insights for metropolitan planning and management [49]. Tourism activities, including attractions, facilities, accessibility and ancillary services [51], have a significant impact on the morphology of small coastal towns such as Lasem. The evolution of spatial structures in tourism destinations is influenced by factors such as natural elements, government intervention, community participation, and the types of activities allocated to the area [52, 53]. This article investigates the origins of tourism in Lasem to identify urban planning changes resulting from tourism activities. The next section outlines the research methodology adopted in the primary research to achieve its objectives.

3. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

3.1 Study area

Indonesia was characterized as an equatorial archipelago boasting a wealth of historical relics, ancient art, and diverse culture [54]. Lasem, located on the north coast of Central Java, was once a modern city that transformed (Figure 1).

![Figure 1. Lasem's position on the map of Indonesia](image)

Initially, Lasem held the status of a historical city before transitioning into a historic tourism destination. The historical narrative of Lasem extended from the Hindu-Majapahit era to the post-independence period. Tourism in Lasem started evolving in 2012, with Rembang district culture and travel office data showing that, from 2016, 3,430 archipelago explorers visited the Lasem old town or Chinatown. In 2019, the peak visitation reached 72,9134 tourists, but due to the COVID-19 pandemic, the number sharply declined to 1,909 in 2020. The evolution of tourism in Lasem had a significant impact on the development of the city.

3.2 Research design

A qualitative approach was used in this study to identify multiple influences and compare events, aiming to spot unusual patterns and themes across events. This is important because quantitative measures may not fully capture the changes that occur in urban morphology.

This research uses the case study method as written by Yin Robert [55]. Case studies are considered the most appropriate because of the research questions that use how and why, research gaps that tend to be abductive, researcher control over the object under study and the general state of the morphology of historic tourist cities that are more suitable for the case study method. The design of the case study method in this research is a single case design with a single unit of analysis, namely Lasem.

Primary data traced physical conditions or phenomena, particularly architectural morphological changes observed in road patterns, land parcels, and buildings. Non-physical phenomena are obtained from interviews with visitors, innkeepers, managers, and others. Interviews with sources or informants aim to obtain data related to tourist movement patterns in the observation unit. Secondary data is obtained through literature or document review, including scientific articles, books, and old maps relevant to the focus of observation.

The steps taken to address the research question "How did tourism affect urban morphology in Lasem" were as follows:

1. Identified the city morphology in each era of Lasem City development based on morphological components.
2. Identified tourism in each era of Lasem City development based on tourism components.
3. Examined the influence of tourism on the morphology of Lasem City.
4. Analyzed the results regarding the influence of tourism on the morphology of Lasem City.
5. Explored the factors influencing tourism’s impact on the morphology of Lasem City.

3.3 Data analysis

In analysing the data, old sketches and maps were used, namely Pratiwo's sketches and surviving Dutch maps of 1865, 1905, and 1913-1917. Then the maps were examined for changes in street patterns, parcel layouts, and building configurations observed on the old and current condition maps. To visualise these changes, the maps were overlaid, so that a comparison could be made of the differences in each period. After getting the identification of changes, it is then associated with tourism activities. Then it is seen whether there is an influence on changes in urban morphology related to tourism development. Further analyses were conducted to ascertain the influencing factors that contributed to these changes. The results are then compared with the theories discussed in the literature review, and linked to the research objectives.

4. STUDY RESULTS

The evolution of cities in Java had a significant impact on
the development of coastal cities along the north coast of Java, including the coastal city of Lasem. To delineate the morphology of Lasem's coastal city, a timeline was established, drawing from the classification of Java's city development [56, 57]. This timeline was adapted from the seven periods that mark the development of Lasem City based on its historical formation, as depicted in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Timeline of the development of the coastal city of Lasem

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Period</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pre-VOC</td>
<td>Developed based on traditional concepts &amp; considerations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VOC Period</td>
<td>Colonial-period castown European medieval pattern</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colonial Period</td>
<td>Influenced by the industrial revolution in Europe, cultural politics, political ethics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transition to Independence</td>
<td>Transition from the colonial period to the post independence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>After Independence</td>
<td>Become a city</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3. Morphological development of the coastal city of Lasem

4.1 Identification of Lasem City morphology

The search results showed that the morphological development of the Lasem small town could be observed from the Hindu-Majapahit period to the present through changes in roads, plots, and buildings or their spatial functions, as shown in Figure 3. This comprehensive analysis sheds light on the dynamic evolution of the town's physical features [58].

4.2 Identification of Lasem City tourism

4.2.1 Hindu-Majapahit period tourism (1513)

In the Hindu-Majapahit period, Lasem has several historical relics that attract tourists, including Samodrawela Temple, Malad Temple, Pasraman Pamulang, Regol Harbour, Kadipten Binangun Lasem, the Tomb of Princess Campa Bi Nang Ti, and the Tomb of Dhampoawang Pr. Santipuspo. Facilities included the harbours of Bandar Regol and Kairingan for large ships, and two shipyards in Dasun and Bancar as the main access points to Lasem City.

Early identification of the morphology of this period suggests that Lasem was a vassal kingdom of Majapahit with few access road patterns. Chinese settlements developed in Dasun village near the Lasem river, while the centre of government was south of the square. Literature studies and interviews with historians did not yield valid data on tourism in Lasem during this period, making it difficult to identify the beginnings of tourism in Lasem.
Based on field data, only a few sites are intact and are now visited by special-interest tourists, with no information about past visits. Thus, it can be concluded that accessibility and attractions have emerged as the embryo of tourism in Lasem.  

4.2.2 Muslim period tourism (1588)  

In the Muslim period, Lasem has important relics such as the tomb of Adipati Tejokusumo I and the Jami’ Lasem Mosque, as well as an ancient Chinese building in Gang III no. 3, Babagan village, which dates back to 1678. Despite this cultural wealth, the city's accessibility from the outside remained dependent on the harbour.  

Morphological developments in this period include the beginning of the road pattern branching out from Dasun, the forerunner of Soditan village, as well as the establishment of the first temple of Cu An Kiong. Chinese settlements continued to develop along the Lasem River, following the customs of their ancestors. Despite the development of the city during the Muslim period, no authentic evidence and documentation has been found to support the existence of tourism activities during this time.  

4.2.3 Tourism Muslim-Chinese period (1740)  

In the Muslim-Chinese period, Lasem experienced significant development with the construction of ancient Indis-style buildings on Jalan Raya Lasem numbers 130 and 132 in 1718. The establishment of Batik Tulis Maranatha in 1722 also added to the cultural richness that still survives today. In addition, Cu An Kiong Temple, the first temple in Soditan-Lasem, was built, followed by Po An Bio Temple in Karangturi, and finally Yong Gie Bio Temple in Babagan village. During this period, architectural remains in Lasem include temples, large Chinese settlements with original ancient walls, as well as important sites such as batik houses and opium houses. The opium house is known for its widespread smuggling activities in Lasem at the time.  

The beginning of tourism is thought to have started in the Muslim-Chinese period, where important figures in the kingdom or government were still honoured or visited at their resting places. An example is Prince Muhammad Syihabudin Sambu Digdaningrat, or Mbah Sambu, who was the son-in-law of Prince Bagus Srimpet or Tejaksusuma I. He was born in 1585 and died in 1632, and his grave is known as Mbah Sambu. Born in 1585 and died in 1632, his tomb is located in the courtyard of the Jami’ Mosque in Lasem next to the tomb of Mbah Srimpet, believed to be frequented by locals and outsiders alike. Accommodation was not common in this period, as visitors were mostly locals or outsiders who could reach Lasem without the need to stay overnight. In conclusion, the beginning of tourism in Lasem appeared during the Muslim-Chinese period with the presence of Mbah Sambu's tomb as a respected community figure. The initial form of tourism was pilgrimage tourism, which was driven by the desire to visit the graves of ancestors or respected figures such as leaders or scholars.  

The identifiable morphology of this period includes the development of roads to the west and the road network to the south. However, there was no connecting road from the square to the west, hindering traffic. The expansion of the Chinese settlement (building mass order) followed the road pattern from the west to the Babagan area. Based on the map and historical data, it can be concluded that the morphological changes of the city have not been influenced by tourism in this period.  

4.2.4 Colonial period tourism (1745-1941)  

The colonial period marked a significant mark on Lasem's historical heritage. In 1811, the Dutch built roads, including Jalan Daendels or Jalan Raya Lasem, to improve connectivity between cities and facilitate land transport. This road, which connected Anyer to Panarukan, became an important infrastructure during the colonial period. From 1900 to 1940, many historic buildings were developed, and the Lasem railway station in the Dorokandang area opened in 1912 but ceased operations in 1989.  

Tourism persisted during the colonial era, characterised by the existence of a Chinese community lodging building believed to be a lodging facility for Chinese visitors exploring Lasem. This building has now been converted into the Al-Hidayat Asy-Syakiriyah Islamic Boarding School founded by KH Ma'shoem Ahmad in 1916. Moreover, the peak of the batik business in Lasem occurred in 1860, suggesting that apart from being a merchandise, batik may have been used as a souvenir or gift for visitors. Lasem batik even became famous and appeared on the front cover of the book 'Kartini: The Complete Writing 1898-1904' [59].  

In the Dasun area, in addition to batik production, shipbuilding using teak wood was also an important activity. In 1808, around 8,800 teak trees were cut down in Rembang, with 3,000 coming from the forest [60]. A Dutch shipyard owner, P. Berendsen, took advantage of this opportunity to set up business in the Dutch East Indies, specifically in Dasun Lasem. Although his three sons and their wives lived in the Netherlands, they periodically visited Dasun Lasem to maintain links with their family's shipyard business in the region [61].  

![Figure 4. Activities of Dutch people who are thought to be traveling in the shipyard area. Source: KITLV Leiden register number 117277](image)

Tourism in Lasem during the colonial period was characterised by the presence of Dutch individuals involved in various businesses, including shipyards, a thriving batik industry and the establishment of Islamic boarding schools. Initially rooted in pilgrimage tourism, it later developed into family visits, such as the family of the NISEK shipyard owner, P. Berendsen (see Figure 4). The main motivation for tourism in this period was to visit family or relatives, attracting travellers from Lasem, other regions, and even from abroad, particularly the Netherlands.  

The colonial era brought significant morphological changes to the city, with the construction of Jalan Raya Daendels or Jalan Jati Rogo by the Dutch. This road connected Lasem with the surrounding cities due to the siting of the Lasem River, forming a linear pattern in the main road network. Building orientation followed this road pattern, shifting away from the river. Land use and spatial functions along the main road.
changed from residential to commercial areas, with Chinese houses dominating the position of Jalan Daenels. The Dutch deliberately divided the square during the construction of Daenelsstraat, which eventually disappeared and turned into markets and shops.

4.2.5 Japanese period tourism (1942-1945)

During the short Japanese occupation from 1942 to 1945, Lasem City served as a shipbuilding centre and Japanese headquarters during World War II. The morphology of Lasem City during the Japanese period experienced minimal changes, both in street patterns and building orientation. Minor changes in land use occurred, switching from residential to shipbuilding sites and Japanese headquarters due to the impact of World War II. Despite these changes, the city remained accessible by water and land, although river routes silted up and were gradually abandoned. The lack of waterway access and changing transport patterns during World War II meant that Lasem did not experience significant tourism activity during this particularly turbulent period.

4.2.6 Independence period tourism (1946-2000)

In the post-independence period, Lasem's morphological changes became apparent with the expansion of main roads. The structure of the road pattern in Lasem consists of primary (main), secondary (supporting) and tertiary (additional) roads, which include highways, Dasun Street or Jatirogo Street, and Karangturi Alley [62]. Initially, Lasem had two settlement structures: Jalan Jatirogo, which connected the Regent's House and the square with settlements in the interior of Central Java, and the river and dock area where the Chinese settlement was established.

Tourism activities that developed during this era included religious events such as Haul Mbah Sambu, Chinese New Year celebrations, Pe-Cun parties, prayers and ancestor gatherings. Jalan Raya Lasem became the main route for the procession of decorated vehicles in this procession, known as ‘tongue’ or Zhuang-yi in Mandarin [63].

In the post-independence period, the only infrastructure leading to Lasem was by road, with an intercity bus station near Lasem market, while the railway station had long since ceased operations. This made Lasem increasingly difficult to access by public transport. In 1980, accommodation options included Hotel Gajah, Hotel Surya and Hotel Wijaya (now closed).

Tourism activity during this period is believed to have taken the form of religious attractions, including visits to places of worship and relatives. Existing tourism types consisted of pilgrimage tourism and cultural tourism, driven by the desire to visit the graves of respected ancestors, seek entertainment, and others. Visitors or tourists mainly come from the local community around Lasem, with some coming from outside the city.

4.2.7 Tourism after independence (2000-2023)

After the 2000s, Lasem's development underwent little significant change in the pattern of roads, land and buildings, maintaining the legacy of the previous period. The existing street layout features old buildings transformed into cultural heritage structures worthy of preservation. However, Lasem has developed into a unique tourist destination with various attractions such as ancient Chinese settlements, places of worship (mosques and temples), tombs, Lasem Festival activities, and Lasem River Tourism, which attract visitors from within and outside the city.

Tourism growth in Lasem faced challenges due to inadequate transport links. The terminal only serves inner-city vehicles, and Lasem railway station ceased operations in 1989. Interviews with local tour guides indicate that historical tourism began in 2012, attracting foreign tourists interested in observing batik activities and visiting the preserved ancient temple. In 2013, tours such as the Lasem Heritage Trail were introduced, fuelling the development of backpacker accommodation. In 2015, homestays were added, followed by river trekking tours in 2016, which increased the number of visitors and the need for additional accommodation.

In 2019, accommodation options have expanded, including batik houses as the main souvenir provider. However, tourism development suffered a setback from 2019 to 2021 due to the global COVID-19 pandemic [53], resulting in economic challenges and unfavourable conditions for the tourism sector in Indonesia, including Lasem. In 2020, during the pandemic, tourism adapted to virtual platforms, offering online tours with themes such as Batik Tiga Negeri and virtual walks in Penawar Rindu.

5. DISCUSSION

5.1 The influence of tourism on the morphology of Lasem City

According to The World Tourism Organization (UNWTO), tourism is a social, cultural and economic phenomenon that involves the movement of people to countries or places outside their usual environment for personal, business or professional purposes. Therefore, it can be said that during the Majapahit Hindu period, the embryo of tourism began to emerge in Lasem. This is in line with the view that the origins of tourism in history can be traced back to ancient times, with journeys made for trade, knowledge, culture and health. In Lasem, during the Hindu Majapahit period, trade activities became the main focus that attracted several visits from outside. Tourism in Lasem then continued during the Chinese-Muslim period. Based on previous data and interpretations, it is likely that tourism during this period was related to religious activities, such as visiting the graves of important figures from that era.

During the Chinese-Muslim period, the colonial era, the Japanese occupation and the post-independence period, the development of Lasem City appears to be planned, in accordance with Kostof's concept of urban history typology [64]. The pattern of city formation on the North coast of Java, especially in Lasem, shows a grid pattern, especially during the colonial period. However, changes in the pattern of roads, plots and buildings during this period do not show changes caused by tourism activities. Perspective on urban development factors that include human factors, activities and movement patterns [64], it can be concluded that tourism did not affect the morphology of Lasem City until the post-independence period.

Figure 5 shows the commencement and progression of tourism in Lasem. No data about tourism activities were identified from the Hindu-Majapahit to the Muslim period. However, during the Muslim-Chinese and colonial periods, it is speculated that tourism activities evolved, primarily in the form of religious and nature tourism. The presence of a sizable port facilitated visits from abroad, trade activities, and possible tourism engagement. The Dutch-established overland route further increased land visits from outside Lasem. There were
no tourist activities during the Japanese period, but in the post-
independence era, activities began to surface, including
attractions from religious events such as the hauls of Muslim
figures and significant Chinese celebrations. The rich culture
developed by both Muslim and Chinese communities remains
essential and well-preserved in Lasem, contributing to the
unique inter-religious harmony observed in the town.

The development of tourism in Lasem gained momentum in the
post-independence period, approximately from 2000 to
2023. This is substantiated by the establishment of essential
tourism infrastructure, including accommodations (hotels,
hostelstays, guesthouses), restaurants, and souvenirs (see
Figure 5). Classifications of tourism objects into three
categories, namely natural, cultural, and special interest
attractions [65]. The tourism categories that have developed in
Lasem include pilgrimage (Figure 6A), nature (Figure 6B)
[66], as well as cultural and Chinese heritage tourism (Figure
6C).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hindu Majapahit Period</th>
<th>Muslim Period</th>
<th>Muslim Tionghoa Period</th>
<th>Colonial Period</th>
<th>Japanese Period</th>
<th>Independence Period</th>
<th>After Independence Period</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

- Candi Samodrawela at Gedongmulyo
- Candi Malad at Desa GowaK Lasem
- Pasraman/ Pratapan at Desa Sendhanggooyo
- Tanam
- Kamalaputri at Sumberpangang village
- Regol Port at Teluk Bangun Bonang
- Makam Putri
- Cemara Biang Ti at Bonang village
- Makam
- Dampawang at Gedongmulyo village

- Jami’ Mosque
- Pesantren Kauman

- Cu An Kiong Temple at Dassu
- Po An Bio Temple at Desa Karangturi
- Gie Yong Bio Temple at Desa Babagan
- Batik Tulis Tiga
- Negeri Lasem
- Chinese Settlement (Pocinan)
- Ancient Wall
- Market
- Batik House
- Optium House

1585-1632 Mbah Sambui Pangeran Muhammad Syihabudin Samburi Diganingrat

1860 was a heyday of the batik business

In 1916, Al Hidayat boarding school was established by KH M’shoem Ahmad at Soditan

Pre-1965-1998 prayers at the three temples on New Year’s holidays, the feast of the spirits or cing bing was conducted clandestinely

- The square is restored
- The roof of the Jami’ Mosque is restored to a stepped roof
- Market position near the square is restored
- Addition of pedestrian lights around Karangturi
- Islam Nusantara Museum

- 2013 Lasem river cruise
- Archaeological and painting exhibition at Karangturi
- Karangturi village art stage
- Batik lantern village
- Carnival at Karang Turi
- Batik centre of Soditan village
- Masjid Jami’ Lasem, Mbah Srimpet Haul center

Figure 5. The beginning of tourism in the morphological periodization of Lasem City

Figure 6. The beginning of tourism in the morphological periodization of Lasem City
The establishment of sites to accommodate tourism facilities has prompted a shift in land use within Lasem's urban structure. Previously designated as residential areas, these lands have now transformed, assuming the function of tourist zones. This transition was catalyzed by economic circumstances, namely the closure of the port and the cessation of the trade route with the rest of the world. Consequently, the local economy experienced a decline, leading to the abandonment of Lasem by the descendants of the once-affluent Chinese community, who were the prominent commercial elite with sizable residences in the town.

5.2 Factors affecting morphological change due to tourism

During the Hindu-Majapahit and Muslim periods, no data on tourism existed, showing the absence of factors that could initiate morphological changes. From the Chinese-Muslim period to the Japanese era, recorded tourism activities did not visibly impact the town's morphology, as road patterns, plot structures, and building configurations remained unaffected by tourism's presence. Town alterations were primarily driven by commercial interests and local government influence. In the independence period, tourism surfaced through attractions rooted in local cultures and the continuing presence of Chinese residents in Lasem. Although tourism activities evolved during this era, the event did not lead to significant morphological changes in the town. It was only in the post-independence period, around 2000, that tourism truly started to flourish in Lasem. Land use slowly transformed with the introduction of exploration activities such as nature, culture, and special interest tourism. Accommodation and food became essential for visitors, necessitating changes in land use and impacting the town's morphology. Factors influencing the town's initial formation include natural aspects, such as water access and the presence of a large port, fostering extensive trade routes from abroad over centuries. Significant cultural factors include the influence of Chinese migrants, contributing to elite settlements. Tourism-driven economic factors played a crucial role in influencing land use and the town morphology [67].

6. CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, Lasem, a small trading town on the north coast of Central Java, Indonesia, experienced significant development as a historical tourist destination. The analysis further explored the influence of tourism on the morphological development of Lasem, showing that it had no impact on the streets, plots, land use, and buildings until the pre-independence period. The inception of tourism development occurred in the 2000s after Indonesian independence, primarily influencing land use in urban planning. Tourism categories that evolved in Lasem included pilgrimage, nature, and Chinese heritage. Various factors contributed to the city's morphological development, including natural elements such as water access, leading to the establishment of a large port on Lasem's coast and extensive trade routes from abroad. The presence of Chinese culture, introduced by settlers who founded elite settlements, was also a significant cultural factor. Economic elements, particularly those related to tourism, played a crucial role in driving changes in land use. In terms of urban development, tourism played an essential role in shaping Lasem's morphological evolution from 2000 to 2023, impacting the natural, cultural, and economic dimensions. This study contributes to a comprehensive understanding of the historical development of the city, which shows tourism as a major force in its transformation. Further development should therefore focus on the integration of tourism in urban plans that consider environmental sustainability and the needs of local communities. This could include the construction of environmentally friendly tourist facilities, as well as the provision of supporting infrastructure such as access roads, accommodation and public facilities.

Subsequently, Lasem has a significant wealth of Chinese culture, introduced by settlers who established elite settlements. Efforts to empower local communities through training and participation in cultural tourism activities can help preserve and promote such cultural heritage. It can also improve the economic welfare of the local community. Developing tourism attractions that highlight Lasem's cultural heritage, such as cultural festivals, art exhibitions and historical tours, can attract more tourists. Collaboration with local historians, artists and culturalists will ensure that tourist content remains authentic and educational.

Further research is needed to explore how future tourism trends may continue to influence the morphological development of other cities in Indonesia, as well as to identify best practices in managing these changes. By implementing these recommendations, Lasem can optimise its potential as a historic tourism destination while maintaining environmental sustainability and a rich cultural heritage. The results of this research are not only relevant for Lasem, but also provide valuable guidance for the planning and management of other historic cities in Indonesia.
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